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ARTISANAL HANDCRAFTED RUGS
NEW YORK 295 Fifth Ave – Suite 508 September 16 - 19
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Exclusive launch
high point market

SHOWROOM H-345
Sunday, October 20th 3-5PM
www.momeni.com

The Laiza Col l ec t ion.

Available in 4 designs.
SHOWROOM IHFC D-320

FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Dear Colleagues,

Who is here to stay...?

this issue reaches you we will have finished the New

2000s new rug and carpet wholesalers and manufac-

preparing for the High Point Market in October.

and right. Most of them, along with some older ones,

lively or vital they once were, they simply reflect

with your daily routine and expect everything be as it

same, stores that sell rugs and carpets are not the

I remember how in the 1980s, 90s and early

York show in the Javits Center. Soon we will be

turers as well as retail stores were popping up left

Although these markets may not seem to be as

did not survive. The lesson: you cannot just go on

how the industry has changed. Customers are not the
same and most importantly end

was ten years ago – or even five.

users are not the same. It’s

In this day and age, in order

to survive you need to be flexible

important to remember that there

new market conditions. This

users: not simply a typical new

designs and qualities. It means

preferences, but designers and

tracking the lifestyle choices of

edge,

friends, businesses change, man-

has different lifestyle choices,

estate bubbles burst and when all

price ranges. We all just need to

and ever ready to adapt to the

is now a greater variety of end

means coming up with new ideas,

homeowner

paying attention to trends and

Millennials with more cutting

the next generations. Yes my

Today, this younger generation

ufacturers come and go, real

different décor and different

the dust is settled we will see who

recognize the changes and adapt.

is here to stay. As an example of how things have—

with

traditional

contemporary

tastes.

But we can be nostalgic, too. In this issue of

and will—change, this issue of AREA includes a very

AREA our editors have included a very interesting

tribute to a rug retailer’s success.

First Jewish Art School in Jerusalem” which high-

thought provoking article on how Amazon can con-

article that I urge you to read: “Woven at Bezalel,

Which brings us to the annual and bi-annual

lights a little-known rug making tradition in early

markets. They play a key role in market dynamics

20th century Israel.

we need to keep our businesses healthy. We’ve just

markets, even better ones in New York and High

and provide many of the opportunities and resources
returned from Atlanta and Las Vegas and by the time

Here’s hoping you all have had good summer

Point and a great fall season.

Sincerely,

Ramin Kalaty

President - Oriental Rug Importers Association, Inc.
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Makrana
Exquisite
Hand Knotted
Rugs
by

Capel

www.capelrugs.com
800.334.3711

Your resource for fine
hand-woven rugs

(201) 863-8888

www.teppteamusa .com

ta m ar i a n

www.tamarian.com

IN THE NEWS

catalogs

vignettes located in the walkway between IHFC and

KAS has released its 2019 Look Book. Designed to
raise the bar for product presentation and set the tone

for the coming

year, this book is
stunning

from

front to back with

over 300 pages

filled with color,
design, inspira-

tion, special features, helpful tips
2019
20
19 - 2
20
020
20

and much more.

The 2019 Look

Book showcases KAS’ vast assortment making it fun

and easy for customers to browse each collection.
Also included are dedicated pages from their three

licenses: Bob Mackie Home, Libby Langdon, and

Hang Ten, making the book as beautiful as it is functional. Look Books are available now and have been

shipped to KAS customers. Customers who have not

Showplace near the transportation terminal, in the

IHFC Green Lobby and in the Suites at Market

Square lobby. The TrendWatch seminar will be held

from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 19 in the
Suites at Market Square Seminar Room (SAMS-T-

1014); and printed copies of the publication will be

available at the opening day seminar and digitally via

a QR code scannable at each of the displays.

showhouses

This year, decorative carpets staged a comeback at
New York’s annual KIPS BAY SHOWHOUSE
extravaganza featuring rooms by 23 top interior
designers. While contemporary is still part of the decorative vernacular, antique furniture together with
antique rugs are competing for attention after years of
neglect. One excellent example (below) is a showstopper Bakshaish with its graphic triple medallion
that shines in Pappas Miron’s sitting room and
demonstrates how an antique rug can be beautifully
relevant in an eclectic interior.

received a copy and would like one should contact a

KAS sales representative or email info@kasrugs.com.

The book is also available digitally at kasrugs.com.

markets

INTERNATIONAL MARKET CENTERS (IMC)
announced that its exclusive TrendWatch program
will feature three directional themes—ANIMALIER,
DRENCHING and FOCUS—for Fall 2019 High
Point Market, running Oct. 19-Oct. 23, 2019. The signature program illustrates leading home furnishings
trends through an opening day seminar, three on-site
trend vignettes and an at-Market publication.
TrendWatch is curated by 23-year magazine

editor and home furnishings forecaster Julie Smith

Vincenti of Nine Muses Media. The trends are influenced by consumer insights and creative intelligence

from the interiors, fashion and consumer product are-

nas. On-trend products will be featured in three

Photograph courtesy of Alix G. Perrachon.
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RUG WRAP

HM Nabavian & Sons Inc.
Oriental Rug Accessories & Supplies

made
made from
from your
your choice
choice of
of
water-resistant
water-resistant and
and breathable
breathable

DuPont™™ Tyvek®®
or
or waterproof
waterproof

Valéron®® Strength Films

Suppliers to the Carpet and Rug Industries:

KRAFT PAPER AND POLY TUBING
TAGGING SUPPLIES TWINE AND TAPE
(215) 338-6515
(800) 372-3366
MaterialConcepts.com
Tyvek® is a registered trademark of DuPont™ for its brand of protective material.

• Packaging & Shipping
Supplies
• Tags & Tagging Supplies
• Rug Display Clips
• Fringe and Binding Tape
• Wool Yarns and Threads
• Needles and Scissors
• Shearing Machines

Moth Prooﬁng
Rug Padding
Stair Rods
Inks, Dyes and Markers
Rug Shampoos and
Cleaning Supplies
• Spot, Stain and Color
Removers
•
•
•
•
•

www.hmnabavian.com

36 East 31st St Basement | New York |
800-352-7510

IN THE NEWS

people

KALEEN RUGS, manufacturer of high-quality rugs

market value for IMC customers 365 days a year.

Marketing and Public Relations reporting to Monty

where he served as Vice President, IT Field Services

and broadloom has named Brian Brigham Director of

Knox joins IMC from Hilton Worldwide,

Rathi, Kaleen’s Chief Operations Officer.

and Strategic Sourcing, responsible for technology

experience in the creative project management, adver-

hotels globally. He led Hilton’s global technology

Mr. Brigham brings 16 years of leadership

tising, marketing and public relations fields to his new
role

at

Kaleen.

Mr.

operations functions of 700+ corporately-managed

deployment and implementation organization, which

is responsible for Hilton’s proprietary PMS, industry

Brigham will be responsi-

leading Digital Key solution and sales platform. He

aging all of Kaleen’s mar-

sourcing function which oversees all corporate tech-

also was responsible for Hilton’s technology strategic

ble for directing and man-

nology sourcing and strategic vendor relationships.

keting and public relations

With this hire, IMC’s Executive Leadership

efforts in both the trade

Team now includes: Greg Avitabile, EVP, Operations;

and consumer markets.

Dorothy Belshaw, EVP, Chief Marketing and Digital

Mr. Brigham’s recent roles

Officer; Scott Eckman, EVP, Furniture and Home

have been Director of
Marketing

&

Public

Brian Brigham

Relations for Twin-Star Home, located in Delray

Décor Leasing; Shannon Knox, EVP and Chief
Technology Officer; Bill Lacey, EVP and Chief

Beach, FL and Vice President of Marketing for The

Financial Officer; JoAnn Miller Marshall, EVP,

Mr. Brigham led all creative, public relations and

Resources; and Dave Savula, EVP, Gift and Apparel

Allen Group out of Quanzhou, China. In these roles

strategic marketing efforts pertaining to hard surfaced

furniture, electronics, heaters and home decor.

Tradeshow Leasing; Carrie Messina, SVP, Human

Leasing.

IMC also announced that they have promot-

ed Cain Brodie to general manager of Las Vegas

INTERNATIONAL MARKET CENTERS (IMC)

Design Center (LVDC), a collection of design-driven,

Hilton Worldwide, as its new Executive Vice

Market Center Las Vegas campus,. Brodie, a 10-year

has hired Shannon Knox, a former VP Technology for

open year-round showrooms located on the World

President, Chief Technology Officer. Beginning June

member of the Las Vegas Market team, will report

architecture, delivery and use of technology and IT

niture and home décor leasing.

3, he will be responsible for IMC’s overall strategy,

infrastructure. Knox reports directly to Robert

directly to Julie Messner, senior vice president of fur-

In his new role, Brodie will oversee the

Maricich, IMC Chairman and CEO. As a member of

strategic direction and management of LVDC, includ-

a significant investment in state-of-the-art systems

gic partnerships, and events and programming. He

IMC’s Executive Leadership Team, Knox will support

ing marketing, leasing, day-to-day operations, strate-

and enterprise architecture designed not only to pro-

will be responsible for creating an exceptional experi-

markets but also to maximize data integrity and ana-

unique collection of relevant brands across furniture,

digital platform development to extend and amplify

tive accessories, and kitchen and bath.

vide a seamless customer experience across all IMC
lytics. These systems will integrate with and enhance
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ence for the regional design trade that features a

fabric, lighting, floor coverings, wall décor, decora-

NEW PRODUCTS GALLERY

New from Tamarian...
FAR LEFT Retro PW Stormcloud PW All Wool. A Modern look for the Phoenix
Weave Collection, the Stormcloud palette is one of the most popular combinations of
taupe and greys and one that can harmonize
with most every situation. LEFT Symphony
Natural Storm 100 Knot with Natural Wool,
Hemp and Bamboo Silk. This unique
combination of materials woven in high/low
pile heights make for an organic vibe with
shimmering elegance. RIGHT Crated Stone
Rose 70 Knot, Wool and Banana Silk. The
uniquely textural “70 knot” quality boasts a
substantial hand that is highly functional in
high traffic areas without compromising its
beauty. This fresh palette adds playful color in a balanced distribution.
All three are available IN STOCK in standard sizes up to 13x18 and runners.

TAMARIAN

High Point: Suites at Market Square, G-5000

NEW From Nourison: Traditional Berber

weaving gets a contemporary upgrade in

Pebble, this large-loop area rug from the Calvin

Klein Riverstone Collection. The uniquely thick
‘pebble’ weave creates a beautiful look and

feel, with delicious texture and tonal depth.

Hand-woven wool, in soft, smoky grey-and-

ivory it’s one of many exciting designs that will

debut in the Nourison showroom during the
upcoming High Point Market.

NOURISON

High Point: IHFC-IH101

AREA
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IN THE NEWS

logistics

licensing

gram for rugs imported from India that will deliver

with fellow Baltimore-based artists Annie Howe and

CAPEL RUGS has launched a new air freight pro-

TAMARIAN announced a new rug collaboration

custom orders to retailers’ doors or consumers’ homes

Jessie & Katey. Tamarian continues to explore new

diately and includes a wide variety of popular hand

from traditional sources of inspiration; and working

in as quickly as 2.5 months. The program starts imme-

ways to innovate and diversify their design portfolio

knotted, hand tufted, hand loomed and flat woven

with these arts-scenesters, who have been bringing

made products now will be fulfilled in 2.5 to 6 months

the past decade, is a welcome departure, if not a

designs from the Capel line. Custom orders of Indiawith the new air freight program, versus the 3.5 to 12
month lead times for orders shipped by ocean vessels.

high energy and aesthetic to the region and beyond for

homecoming.

Annie Howe is the artist behind Annie Howe

The new program will cover several new rug

Papercuts located in Baltimore, Maryland. She found-

kets in Atlanta and Las Vegas, including: Burke, a

papercuts for businesses, publications and private col-

designs introduced by Capel Rugs at the summer mar-

new contemporary collection made from 100% PET
yarns recycled from plastic bottles; Charise, a wellpriced, upscale, hand knotted traditional collection

ed Annie Howe Papercuts in 2010, creating handmade

lections. Her illustrations are easily recognized in

many branding and publishing initiatives. Jessie
Unterhalter and Katey Truhn (aka Jessie & Katey) are

from India featuring classic motifs updated for

a Baltimore based artist team striving to transform

hand knotted transitional designs with an abstract pat-

They have been collaborated internationally on large-

today’s lifestyles; and Nomad, a new collection of

public spaces into colorful and vibrant experiences.

tern made in India of 100% New Zealand wool.

scale murals, fine art and sculpture since 2012.

NOURISON is opening a distribution facility in

MOMENI is partnering with award-winning designer

North Las Vegas. Nourison will occupy 121,000

square feet of the 376,264 square foot Prologis I-15
Speedway Logistics Center, an industrial business

park developed by San Francisco-based REIT,
Prologis, located at 5245 N. Sloan Lane.

“Our business is rapidly changing and we are

focused on shipping more orders in 24-48 hours to

keep up with our customers’ needs. This new distribution center gives us increased warehouse space and

faster and more efficient ways to service our customers in the western states,” said Andrew Peykar,

president at Nourison. The North Las Vegas location

will be the third Nourison distribution facility, with

existing facilities in Calhoun, Georgia and Saddle

Brook, New Jersey. This location is expected to create

45-50 new jobs. Area rugs and home accents are
expected to begin shipping by September 2019.
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and innovator Christiane Lemieux. The collaborative
line will be presented at Fall Market in High Point,
North Carolina, October 19-23.
Lemieux et Cie, the namesake design house
created by Lemieux, is bringing her astute style to
area rugs. The opening line features Lemieux’s distinctive aesthetic—drawn largely upon influences
from her design education and travels—including
Coptic textiles, Moroccan Tuareg mats and Berber
rugs, and the Nui shibori (a stitched shibori technique). Created specifically to be sold through brick
and mortar retailers, the inaugural line will be made
available to consumers in the first quarter of 2020
through individual retailers and furniture stores.
Momeni will host a panel and launch party,
featuring Lemieux, October 20 from 3-5 p.m. at the
Momeni showroom located in IHFC H-345.

NEW PRODUCTS GALLERY

High Point Highlights from KAS...

LEFT The combination of wool and
viscose with a high/low pile gives
each design in KAS’ new Libby

Langdon Upton Collection a sturdy
yet luxurious feel. Handtufted in

India, the bold geometrics of these

transitional designs are enhanced by
their trendy color palettes.
Shown Left: Design 4304

Shown Right: Design 4309

KAS

High Point: IHFC, G-270

New Lines From Momeni include a new licensed
line from award-winning designer Christiane
Lemieux, slated to debut at the upcoming High
Point Market. LEFT Guraru Collection,
GUR 5S. The dramatic simplicity of this
graphic design echoes the sinuous lines of
Brancusi sculpture. TOP RIGHT Rafalla
Collection, RAF3 Natural. Turkish Tulu
textiles were the inspiration for the design’s
organic shapes and natural shading that’s at
once modern yet traditional. LOWER
RIGHT Tugart Collection, TUG2 Natural.
The rustic simplicity of Moroccan Tuareg mats
inspired design is elegant and unassuming. The line
is handmade of 100% wool.

MOMENI

High Point: IHFC, H-345

AREA
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IN THE NEWS

showrooms

noteworthy

rugs and broadloom, teamed up with award winning

annual “Up on the Roof” Gift for Life fundraiser gen-

KALEEN RUGS, the manufacturer of high-quality

showroom designer Jennifer Lanna to give their Las

LAS VEGAS MARKET announced that its ninth

erated $16,000 for DIFFA: Design Industries

Market Showroom a couture makeover. According to

Foundation Fighting AIDS. A record crowd of home

unlike any other Kaleen has done before and we hope

tion by special guest Kathy Ireland and a silent auc-

Chief Operations Officer Monty Rathi, “This space is

and gift industry representatives enjoyed a presenta-

to take certain elements of it and work them into all of

tion of kathy ireland® home products and Las Vegas-

our guests on how our products are made and why

“Las Vegas Market is proud to support Gift

our spaces moving forward. This space will educate

themed prizes.

for Life in its mission to raise funds for the research,

education and prevention of HIV/AIDS, and related
health crises, through events like this one,” said Bob

Maricich, CEO of International Market Centers. “We
were delighted that Kathy Ireland agreed to headline

the event and helped us to attract a record 500 sup-

porters to our ninth annual fundraiser. In addition to

her work in the home industry, Kathy serves as an
ambassador

for

the

Elizabeth

Taylor AIDS

Foundation. To date, Las Vegas Market has helped

Kaleen’s Vegas showroom

they are truly unique. We are literally putting our story

raise more than $115,000 for Gift for Life.”

During the event, an assortment of kathy ire-

land® licensed home products were auctioned. Prizes

on the wall for everyone to read—it’s a story of crafts-

included Bush Industries’ Office by kathy ireland®

beings and environment, it’s the story of Kaleen.”

cabinet, five-shelf bookcase and high back chair;

manship, quality and caring for our fellow human

set featuring Atria 60W writing desk with hutch, file

“Beauty and function coexist perfectly in our

Michael Amini’s armless chaise and channel back

Marketing and Public Relations for Kaleen. “Yes, the

lows and safari dreams rug and five pillows; Pacific

new space,” said Brian Brigham, Director of

accent chair; Nourison’s desert skies rug and five pil-

space will visually be transformed, but we also want-

Coast Lighting’s moderne table lamp; and TK

added more seating and meeting areas on comfortable

Gift for Life unites the gift and home indus-

ed it to be relaxing for customers and guests. We have

Classics’ outdoor furniture set.

furnishings and are even planning a new space for our

tries against AIDS having raised more than $5 million

lunches and afternoon happy hours while continuing

corporate and individual donations since its inception

reps. The space will continue to host its usual daily
to offer such amenities as high-speed Wi-Fi and

through special events, cause-related marketing and
in 1992. In 2018, with Gift for Life’s help, DIFFA:

charging stations for cell phones and laptops.”

Design Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS, granted

C on the 4th floor, space number 407.

service and education programs nationwide. For addi-

The Kaleen showroom is located in building
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$285,000 to 26 organizations providing HIV/AIDS
tional information, visit www.giftforlife.org.

NEW PRODUCTS GALLERY

NEW from Loloi: LEFT The Clara Collection is timeless and classic with a beautiful, old-world design in a
variety of color choices. Power-loomed in Turkey of 100% polypropylene, these designs mimic the
beautifully textured effect of high-end rugs at an affordable price. CENTER Dappled colors, variegated
yarns, and sweeping lines, The Stokholm Collection is hand-loomed of wool, polyester, acrylic, and cotton by
artisans in India, designed for ultimate comfort and high-end designer appeal. RIGHT The Ziva Collection is
hand-tufted of 100% wool by artisans in India. A mix of variegated yarn knots woven in between contrasting
neutral fibers creates the beautifully linear and contemporary designs.

LOLOI

High Point: IHFC-D320

events
INTERNATIONAL HOME
FURNISHINGS MARKET..........................October 19-23
High Point, NC
(336) 888-3700/www.imcenters.com

HEIMTEXTIL ................................................January 7-10

SURFACES...................................................January 28-30
Las Vegas, NV
(800) 547-3477/www.intlsurfaceevent.com

Frankfort, GERMANY
(770) 984-8016/heimtextil.messe.frankfurt.com

auctions

DOMOTEX...................................................January 10-13

CHRISTIE’S

Frankfort, GERMANY
(770) 984-8016/www.domotex.de

ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL GIFT
& HOME FURNISHINGS MARKET .........January 14-21
Atlanta, GA
(800) ATL-MART/www.americasmart.com

LAS VEGAS MARKET...............................January 26-30
Las Vegas, NV
(888) 962-7469/www.imcenters.com

London, ENGLAND
www.christies.com
Art of the Islamic and Indian Worlds Including
Oriental Rugs and Carpets ...............................................October

24

Contributions to this calendar are welcome.
Please send information to AREA Magazine, c/o ORIA,
400 Tenafly Rd., #699, Tenafly NJ 07670
llaufer@oria.org
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Amazon: A Tool to
Build Your Store’s Sales
and Brand Awareness

by Carol Milano

MERCHANDISING
Amazon is a massive force in online sales. But many

it’s worth turning a new shopper at your store into a

retailers see it as a threat: a competitor to their own

repeat customer.”

store, company or brand. In this issue, we explain how
to harness Amazon to work FOR your business—as
both a sales channel and a research source for consumers while they’re shopping.

PROVIDING IN-STORE INFORMATION

AMAZON’S SECOND SALES CHANNEL
It’s important to face the realities of today’s
online world, Mr. Bailen emphasizes. “I believe
strongly in the opportunity for small-to-medium size
merchants to build a new profit stream through

“More and more consumers, when they’re in a

Amazon. Nine times out of ten, there will be new cus-

store, use Amazon to compare prices,” reports Andy

tomers all over the country. If you have three stores

Bailen, managing director of 3PeConsulting in

around Dallas—unless your website is extremely

Denville NJ, specialists in retail, marketing, and mer-

robust—there’s a good chance you’re not reaching

chandising. “They’ll look for customer reviews,

customers in Maine and Florida. You’ll get the expo-

which is becoming more important.”

sure everywhere!”

In fact, Mr. Bailen notes, by now people may not

Amazon’s well-known method is to buy from

even bother to read the reviews. They’re sophisticated

many manufacturers and retailers, and then sell the

enough to deduce response to a product simply by

product directly from Amazon. For many years,

checking the quantity of reviews and the number of

they’ve also had another sales channel, Fulfilled by

stars. “A high number of both [reviews and stars]

Amazon (FBA). For both retailers and small manu-

bodes well for the item. Then, they look at price,

facturers, Mr. Bailen recommends at least trying

which relates to WHERE the item gets purchased.

FBA, rather than the resale method.

Different stores may carry different styles of, for

To use FBA, “Set up a seller account on

instance, a mattress—the item you carry may not be

Amazon,” says Mr. Bailen. “You create your own

identical to the one being reviewed, but close to it.”

product listing, including copy, photography and rele-

If your store does carry the exact item the con-

vant key words for searching. Then, you ship your

sumer looked up, “Consider a policy of price-match-

inventory to Amazon distribution centers, and

ing on demand,” Mr. Bailen recommends. “Suppose

Amazon handles the order fulfillment.”

your price is higher than Amazon’s, and a customer

For example, “If a merchant wants to send

shows you the information in the store. The merchant

Amazon 20 pieces of a particular item, they tell you

has to decide: would you rather have the sale at a

how many to send to specific distribution centers. You

lower margin—or NOT have the sale? Do you ignore

pay for sending them, at Amazon’s discount shipping

the Amazon research role, or try to embrace it some-

rate. Amazon essentially takes it from there. When an

how?”

order comes through, they ship to the customer under

Some people, Mr. Bailen’s discovered, prefer to

Amazon Prime—providing faster delivery—at

support a local small business. That kind of consumer

Amazon’s cost,” Mr. Bailen explains. “Your store

may say, “This is a beautiful lamp, but it costs $25

being a Prime seller carries positive value for a con-

less on Amazon.” “Then you have to ask yourself, ‘If

sumer.”

I can make a 20% rather than a 50% margin on this,

For housing inventory, shipping, and all post-

and make a sale, while keeping a local shopper

sales notices, Amazon charges fees. “If you sell a

happy—is that worth it?’ You may need to decide if

$100 item, for example, you typically pay $30 or $35

AREA
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MERCHANDISING
in fees,” Mr. Bailen finds. Variables include size,

“Amazon provides a huge opportunity to drive sales

weight and price of your item. “Factor those into your

and profits. To get better results for your item

price and margin: the inbound freight cost plus 33%

listing(s) when consumers search on Amazon, be

average fees.”

aggressive and use Pay Per Click advertising.”

More than half of Amazon’s online revenue now

In Pay Per Click, the retailer chooses the key

comes from FBA companies, according to Mr. Bailen.

words, such as oriental rug, area rug, Persian rug, etc.

If you decide to try FBA, “Do it right! You could be

Then, “Create a bid of what you’ll pay for each time

up and running live on FBA within a week, if you

someone clicks. That way, you can control your

already have the inventory. You write the listing, set

spending,” says Mr. Bailen. As you hit the daily limit

up the account, send your goods to Amazon, and

you’ve established, your store or product is moved

you’re live.” The longest delay is transit time to

down the list. “But done properly, you will drive inter-

Amazon. “It’s for every

ested buyers to your listing.”

category of product, and

Among the numerous tools

you need not start with a

available to help understand

large inventory. FBA is

key words better, Mr. Bailen

low-risk and low-cost. If

recommends Google Key

it doesn’t work, tweak it.

Word Planner. For instance,

If it still doesn’t work,

you might decide to say “pat-

drop it,” he advises.

terned oriental rug” instead of

For a home décor

just “oriental rug,” because a

Mr.

more specific phrase can help

Bailen’s firm “wrote the

get the people you really want

listings in a few days, for

to attract. “You can make the

six different items. We

words as powerful as you

shipped to three Amazon

like, by how much time you

firm

in

2018,

locations—Amazon tries to get goods close to cus-

put into understanding Pay Per Click.

tomers everywhere. We set it up on the client’s sys-

To attain better rankings, “Build awareness

tem, then went to Amazon to say ‘this is how many

through Amazon’s search algorithm. That will give

items we want to send.’ They provide the shipping

you better rankings in Search organically, as well as

labels. The home furnishing products reached the first

through Pay Per Click.” The determining factors

distribution center within four days. The products

include how well you write the listing, optimizing the

were live and available for purchase within ten days.

listing, the number and quality of photos you use, and

And the first day of being live had a couple of sales,”

how key words are embedded into the listing.” The

he reports.

success of your listing depends on many factors, not

PAY PER CLICK

on any single thing. “That’s one nuance of selling successfully on Amazon,” he notes.

In his experience, having seen so much competi-

Although many agencies help with listings, Mr.

tion among retail websites, “I would rather dual-track:

Bailen doesn’t believe they’re always necessary.

get in front of millions of eyeballs on Amazon, and

“Creating listings is not hugely difficult to do or to get

keep working my own website, too,” says Mr. Bailen.

better at. If you do a listing and the results disappoint,
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try to vary it.” It’s worth refining your effort, because

and podcasts. In my opinion, a retailer HAS to be in

“You can put your product in front of millions and

this business. You’re leaving brand and product expo-

millions of people. If you do it right, by offering items

sure on the table if you don’t test Amazon’s FBA

that are not being sold by thousands of vendors,

channel.”

Amazon can be very powerful.” Rug retailers often
have distinctive products, bringing “great opportunity
to really stand out,” he affirms.

SUMMARY
“You can test FBA at such a low level, there’ no
reason not to,” Mr. Bailen declares. He doesn’t suggest hiring an agency at first, since it’s hard to figure
out which is a good one. Instead, “Sign up for an
account. Start small—learn about it through readings

Andy Bailen has run the Amazon side of a
business for a manufacturer, using both FBA
and direct Amazon purchase. 3PeConsulting
works with clients to utilize Amazon, assisting
in the writing of listings so that the retailer or
manufacturer learns how to create their own
listings in the future. For more information, go
to www.3PeConsulting.com
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For Atlanta Designer

Suzanne Kasler
Rugs Define a Lot of What Drives
the Design Process

Handmade decorative rugs are a critical ingredient in

Suzanne Kasler’s timeless interiors renowned for their

sophisticated simplicity and located all over the country and

destinations further afield including Kenya, the Bahamas,

and Bermuda. “They add a lot of interest to a room and

make it feel more special,” avows the AD100 interior
designer who hails from Indianapolis, IN, where she ran her

design firm primarily focused on commercial design instal-

lations. When she established her eponymous high-end res-

idential interior design company in 1995 in Atlanta, GA,

she began actively exploring the multi-faceted world of

handmade rugs, both antique and contemporary. Ever since,

handmade decorative carpets have been an intrinsic element

in her signature style artfully fusing the traditional and

modern. They play an essential role in fulfilling her design
mantra: “A room should be collected, not decorated.”

“My clients love handmade rugs for their special color-

ing and individual detail,” states the designer who has pub-

lished three best-selling books with Rizzoli including her

latest volume Sophisticated Simplicity in 2019. These hand-

crafted weavings are a natural extension of her philosophy

The whispery creams, earth tones, and indigos in an Oushak-inspired rug are
echoed in an eclectic mix of contemporary and antique furnishings featured
in this Kips Bay Decorator Show House sitting room. Photography by Phillip
Ennis. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity.

STORY BY ALIX G. PERRACHON
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The watery blues and earth tones exhibited in an Oushak-inspired carpet ground this Sea Island living room
with its artful blend of antique and contemporary furnishings. Photography by Simon Upton. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler:
Sophisticated Simplicity. OPPOSITE The rich reds and blues in a Meshed carpet are reflected in the furnishings and wall colors of this
Buckhead billiard room. Photography by Erica George Dines. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity.

focused on layering the room’s key ingredients which

surprisingly, antiques, mainly Herizes and Oushaks,

ture, and accessories. Their esthetic impact atop

early career in Atlanta. “Antique rugs represented a

also include paint colors, window treatments, furniwood floors--which have become increasingly preva-

commanded a strong presence in her interiors in her

huge part of projects in the South,” she comments.

lent in the last two decades—is without equal.

When using antique rugs today—generally one or

handmade rugs are almost always starting point of the

with more muted hues thereby setting the stage for

For the architecturally trained interior designer,

two in each project if possible—she selects those

room and enter the decorative process once she gets

her distinctively luminous interiors which display

their unique design and textural attributes and rela-

the most part, she now uses new rugs featuring subtle

the space’s “architectural envelope right.” Indeed,
tionship to the space is fundamental. “When looking

various shades of white, neutrals, and soft blues. For
tones and designs inspired by Oushaks, Khotans, and

at a floor plan at the very beginning of a project, the

Sultanabads.

will be using,” she explains. Why? Without hesita-

pets bestow textural richness to her eclectic interiors

design process. Everything else falls into place.”

second nature to her given her long-held penchant for

tive rugs include distinct categories--geometrics,

travels the world to find. “They give a sense of histo-

first thing we talk about is the rug and what kind we

tion, she replies: “Rugs define a lot of what drives the

From Ms. Kasler’s standpoint, handmade decora-

monochromatics, and new and antique oriental. Not
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Whether old or new, handmade decorative car-

while exuding a clean contemporary flair. They are
antique furniture and handcrafted artifacts which she

ry to a home,” she notes.

DESIGN FOCUS

ABOVE A silk carpet, whose soft platinum hues are reflected in the walls and drapes, brings a luxurious shimmer to this Columbia, SC,
master bedroom. Photography by Peter Vitale. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity. BELOW A tone-on-tone wool-and-silk
silver grey rug, featuring a classic octagonal repeat, pairs well with the elegant Gracie wallpaper hanging in this Buckhead, GA, dining room.
Photography by Douglas Friedman. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity. OPPOSITE A bold ivory-and-indigo blue striped
flatweave sets a vibrant tone in this coastal Maine boys’ bedroom and plays off the similarly colored chevron-patterned wall covering and
striped upholstered armchairs. Photography by William Waldron. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity.
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True to her signature look featuring a sophisticat-

local nautical theme. Meanwhile, she used a hand-

dinating rugs exhibiting a traditional inspiration with

and variegated sand tones to anchor a casual a beach-

a Sea Island, GA residence, for instance, she placed a

The designer often enjoys showcasing the

ed blend of the new and old, Ms. Kasler loves coorcontemporary monochromatic handknotted pieces. In
custom ordered Sultanabad-inspired rug with soft

knotted wool piece with alternating bands of ivory
front house family room.

uniqueness of handmade decorative rugs by comple-

grey blues and sand tones in a living room that har-

menting them with sisal. “Sisal has always been very

matic piece in a nearby dining room.

type of floor covering,” she continues. In effect,

monizes with a sumptuous silver all-silk monochro-

big in the South, but I didn’t want to only use that

Thanks to handmade rugs’ improved custom

handmade rugs inject a distinctive layer of color and

played an increasing role in her work. “I just love that

space by placing a handmade rug over a room-sized

ordering capacity over the last few years, they have
I can play with color,” she

texture into the space. Sometimes, she unifies a large
sisal. In a Palmetto Bluff,

comments. “I like rugs that

SC, vacation home, she

ty to subtly modulate colors

a neutral-hued handmade

are quiet in tone.” The abili-

defined a seating area with

and designs allows her to

rug atop a room-sized sisal.

from one space to the next

Kasler favors one large rug

achieve the seamless flow

By and large, Ms.

that characterizes her casu-

to unify a large space

ally sophisticated interiors.

including a dining room

designer pays careful atten-

love having one really

In addition to color, the

and living room area. “I

tion to using all natural

handmade large carpet to

materials including wool,

pull the space together,”

silk, cotton, and varying

she comments. “It makes

addition to orchestrating

gives me more flexibility

combinations thereof, in

such a difference and it

textural variations involving cut pile and loop, and a

with the furniture arrangements than when using sep-

tone-on-tone pattern to accomplish a desired effect.

Coordinating rugs with furnishings and other

soft ribbed look. Sometimes, she introduces a subtle

arate rugs.”

Thus, in a more classic Atlanta dining room, she

rugs is also all about layering and flow. Bolder pat-

featuring a traditional octagonal repeat that pairs

tate monochromatic rugs in muted hues. While she

placed a tone-on-tone wool-and silk silver grey rug

terned furnishings, including fabrics, generally dic-

beautifully with elegant Gracie wallpaper.

generally favors quieter fabrics to coordinate with a

sometimes uses bolder patterned rugs, both custom

this plan. Indeed, in one instance, she covered the

placed a vibrant ivory-and-indigo blue striped

are a little more adventurous,” she concludes.

When designing more casual spaces, Ms. Kasler

handknotted pieces and flatweaves. For instance, she
flatweave in a boys’ room in Maine to highlight the
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graphic geometric rug, she does not always adhere to

walls and arm chairs with geometrics. “Clients today
“There’s no one way to do it!”

DESIGN FOCUS

ABOVE A neutral-ground wool carpet, placed atop a large sisal and exhibiting a soupçon of blue shading, anchors a the seating area in this
Palmetto Bluff living room. Photography by Erica George Dines. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity. BELOW Suzanne
Kasler. Photography by Erica George Dines. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler Interiors.OPPOSITE A Khotan-inspired carpet, displaying
understated blues and creams, harmonizes with the window treatments and bedding in a girls’ bedroom in Sea Island, GA. Photography by
Simon Upton. Courtesy of Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity.

About The Designer

Born in Waco, TX, Suzanne Kasler is the daughter of

a decorated U.S. Air Force officer. She moved around
the country with her family before settling in Indiana.

She earned a Bachelor’s degree in interior architecture and design at the University of Cincinnati’s

College of Design, Art, Architecture and Planning. In
the 1980s, she established a commercial practice in

Indianapolis, IN, where she designed offices for law

zines including Architectural Digest, Elle Décor,
House Beautiful, Traditional Home, and Veranda. An

Architectural Digest’s AD100 and Elle Décor’s A-

List designer. Her award-winning interiors have also
been published by Rizzoli in three coffee table books,

Inspired Interiors (2009), Timeless Style (2013), and

Sophisticated Simplicity (2019). She has also pro-

duced signature lines for Ballard Designs, Hickory
Chair, La Cornue, Lee Jofa, and Visual Comfort.

firms and companies such as IBM. In addition to handling residential commissions. In 1991, she moved to

Atlanta, GA, with her husband while continuing pro-

jects in Indianapolis. In 1995, she established

Suzanne Kasler Interiors as a high-end residential
interior design firm whose success has resonated

throughout the country and abroad.

Her signature interiors—renowned for mixing

the high and the low, traditional and contemporary,

the new and the old—have been featured in maga-
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Woven at Bezalel,
First Jewish Art School in Jerusalem
by Ellyne Raeuber
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Throughout history, Jews dispersed over the continents have used art—with carpets often the medium
—as a means of holding together their diasporic communities. Many of the Jewish carpets woven through
the ages have been lost through disaster, tragedy, or
simple wear and tear. One outstanding exception is
the carpets that were woven at the Bezalel School of
Arts and Crafts in Jerusalem in the early 1900s.

In the Beginning…

Boris Schatz, an established European artist, met

Theodor Herzl, the father of modern Zionism, in
1903. By 1905 they were working together to create
the Jewish art school in Jerusalem that Schatz opened
on Ethiopia Street in 1906. He named it Bezalel, after
Bezalel Ben Uri, the biblical designer of the
Tabernacle.
Schatz’s ideal was a fine arts movement—paintings and sculptures—that fused Middle Eastern and

TOP RIGHT A Bezalel Wool Rug, Jerusalem, circa 1910. A classic Jewish symbol, the seven-branch candelabra, features an elaborate base
decorated with Stars of David enclosing the word Zion. From the collection of Anton Felton, author of Jewish Carpets. Sold for $8,125 on June
10, 2009. Image courtesy of Sotheby’s. ABOVE From the Bezalel archives, Bezalel carpets. Image courtesy of Bezalel Academy of Art and
Design.OPPOSITE The carpet department, which began in May, 1906 with 40 students. Carpets were usually made using knitting yarns on cotton sheets. Initially, the department was led by Shmuel Ben David, Avraham Bar-Adon and Yaakov Kantrowitz. Images courtesy of Bezalel
Academy of Art and Design.
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ABOVE Bezalel Carpet, Jerusalem, circa 1910, 9.5x6.3. Signed "Bezalel" at upper end; the design after weavings of the Qashqa'i tribes from
Southern Persia. From the Estate of Shlomo Moussaieff. Sold for $6,875 on December 15, 2016. Image courtesy of Sotheby’s. OPPOSITE TOP
Small Bezalel Pictorial Rug, Jerusalem, 1.4x2.9. Depicts the Bezalel School and Museum, with a Hebrew inscription praising Bezalel, the artist
who built the Tabernacle in the wilderness. The word Zion, inscribed within medallions in the shape of a Magen David, frame the border of the
rug. OPPOSITE BOTTOM Small Bezalel Pictorial Rug, Jerusalem, 1.10x3.8. Shows Bezalel School and the Museum, and has an inscription by
renowned architect, Joseph Barksky, who purchased it from the Bezalel carpet workshop. Barsky’s most famous buildings were the Bikur Holim
Hospital and the Diskin Orphanage in Jerusalem. From the Estate of Shlomo Moussaieff. Top and Bottom rugs sold for a total of $5000 on
December 15, 2016. Images courtesy of Sotheby’s.

European roots. Herzl also wanted that fusion but saw
Bezalel more as a vehicle for creating jobs: his focus

Works of Wool and Silver

Schatz was not a fan of business, but he saw that

was not the artist, but the artisan who would craft

by profiting from what was produced—be it carpets

from silver, brass, wood, leather, and wool.

or silver – he could better control the school’s direc-

Ultimately, Bezalel’s mission was "to train the

tion. From the 400 who applied to the school, 40 were

people of Jerusalem in crafts, develop original Jewish

chosen to study. The largest department at Bezalel

art and support Jewish artists.” Its mandate also

produced carpets, but the school was equally well-

included integrating European artistic traditions and

known for the silverwork produced.

Jewish design traditions. This reflected Schatz’s real

In about 1880, Jews who had been working in

desire to create a unique Hebrew art identity. Studying

precious metals began immigrating from Yemen.

the Hebrew language, a mandatory course, also would

Using techniques that had been honed and practiced

help bring dissimilar cultures and tongues together

by Jews in Yemen since King Solomon’s time, they

with a common language.

would teach the silversmith course. Known for their
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filigree work, they made both jewelry and religious

made of silk, woven by idealistic students not for

objects.

profit, but for a higher reward.

While they were teaching, their families, dressed

The school itself became the star of pictorial rugs.

in traditional, brilliantly colored clothing, modeled for

Images of two rugs in this category, above, show both

painting and drawing classes often attended by

the Bezalel School and the Museum. The crenellated

European trained art students.

stone castle which had previously housed an orphan-

In another workshop, Bezalel rug makers wove
images that were recognizable, be they sites, depic-

age, originally had a view of the old City and Temple
Mount.

tions of religious objects, or biblical parables. Most of

Menorahs (seven branched candelabras) appear

the rugs were wool knotted on cotton, with some

on both sides of the buildings in each rug, and each
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Bezalel carpet, Jerusalem, circa 1920, 11.6x10. Stars of David replace typical Oriental rug designs. Estimated to
sell for $12-18,000, it sold for $26,250 on December 15, 2010. Image courtesy of Sotheby’s.
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Bezalel rug, Jerusalem, circa 1930, 4.9x3.6. Inscribed with the words "Bezalel" and "Jerusalem", this is another
menorah-design rug. From the Estate of Shlomo Moussaieff. Sold for $10,625 on December 15, 2016. Image
courtesy of Sotheby’s.
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rug bears an inscription. One praises the eponymous

of the candelabra.

Bezalel, builder of the Tabernacle, quoting Exodus

The Decalogue, or Tablets of the Law, in outline,

35:31: “And He has filled him [Bezalel] with the

hold the field together. The tablets also appear on the

Spirit of God, with wisdom, with understanding, and

central menorah, but instead of the initial letters of the

with knowledge in all manner of crafts.” The other,

ten commandments, there appear the words ‘Bezalel’

less pious but equally heartfelt, says, “A memento of

and ‘Jerusalem’. Jerusalem also appears at the top of

the day that I arrived in the Land of Israel, 15 Tammuz

the rug, and Bezalel at the bottom.

[5]666 Joseph Barsky.”

The Commercial Rug Workshop

The first Marvadiah closed in 1924, to be followed by a second in 1930. Now added to the rug lexicon were riffs on traditional Persian and other

The department flourished until World War I,

Oriental rug designs that usually featured animals and

when the school lost most of its European supporters.

flowers in medallions and/or fields. Now these were

Schatz also had to cope with famine and the cholera

replaced with Stars of David and other Jewish sym-

and typhoid epidemics of 1916. Then, in 1917, as the

bols. The designs were sophisticated, incorporating

British were about to arrive in Jerusalem, Schatz was

and combining, as they did, rich symbolism with great

deported by the Turkish government that feared those

technical skill. The structure of the rugs indicates that

who could be fifth columnists. In 1918, some time

the weavers were probably taught by those from the

after General Allenby took control of the city, Schatz

Hamadan area in Persia, which is probable as mis-

returned and reopened the school.

sionaries at the turn of the century report that most

Shortly after, in 1920, Marvadiah (marvad is
Hebrew for carpet), an independent, commercial
workshop was opened by Bezalel students. It produced a host of rugs that were known not only as
Bezalel rugs but also as Marvadiah rugs.

rugmaking in Hamadan was in Jewish hands.

Art Nouveau

The influence of Art Nouveau design was strong,

one main tenet being the dissolution of the line

These rugs also often featured motifs recogniz-

between fine art and decorative craft. Clearly, Schatz

able to any Jewish population: biblical sites, numer-

and Art Nouveau were united in the mission of bring-

ous Jewish symbols, and Hebrew calligraphy. In

ing fine and applied art closer together.

Marvadiah rugs, one finds menorahs, Stars of David,

In Art Nouveau, the organic line was more impor-

and palm and cedar trees (cedars being a modern

tant than colors which were usually muted greens,

Zionist symbol connected with Herzl) populating the

browns, yellows, and blues. Bezalel color palettes

carpet. Excavations had unearthed ancient mosaics

were not so much muted as they were warm, influ-

and these motifs were incorporated, too.

enced perhaps as much by Anatolian rugs from the

Several notable rugs use pale yellow and golden

Ottoman Empire as they were by Art Nouveau. The

ochre coloration juxtaposed with dark brown and

strongest color influence, however, could have been

green. They feature menorahs that, in art nouveau

the golds and yellows of Jerusalem itself. As the pop-

style, take up the entire central panel. The field behind

ular Israeli song says: Jerusalem of gold and of copper

is covered in smaller menorahs that ascend in an

and of light. Design-wise, this movement was charac-

inverted V formation, one row blue, one row gold.

terized by the asymmetrical line in the form of flower

Stars of David form the elaborate base of the menorah

stalks, vines, and other natural objects that presented

and fill the border as well as sitting atop the branches

with delicacy and gracefulness.
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Carpetmaking Continues

Wherever there were Jewish communities there

ing children to earn a living. Contemporary Jewish

were Jewish weavers making synagogue pieces as

carpets are being made by Jewish artists, one by one,

well as historical rugs. They wove, they designed, and

wherever their studios are, in a tradition that Bezalel

they marketed.

supported.

The Roman general, Titus, after conquering

This includes carpets produced by Ethiopian

Jerusalem sent Baruch Albalia, a silk weaver, to Spain

Jews who in two mass immigrations, one in 1984 and

where he was to increase textile production. From that

one in 1991, were airlifted to Israel where they now

first century A.D. weaver until the Inquisition in 1492

offer the most recent addition to the Israeli canon.

when Jews were expelled, many fleeing to the East

What began as carpet making in Jerusalem on

carrying their vocation with them, they made rugs.

Ethiopia Street, is continued by Ethiopians living in

Historically, Jewish carpetmaking flourished in

Israel.

the East from Iran to Kurdistan and from Romania to

And Jewish rugs—including those made by

St. Petersburg while in the West, guilds banned Jews

Bezalel students—have become a desired acquisi-

from the industry. Today, east or west, carpetmaking

tion, selling at Sotheby’s for unexpected prices;

is no longer a means for the devout or for women rais-

Jewish-themed rugs, still and always of value.

Young students attend spinning class at Bezalel. Image courtesy of Bezalel Academy of Art and Design.

A Jewish Version of the Magic Carpet
One never knows how a carpet will be used. Rabbi Abu Hatzera, a kabbalist from Morocco, experienced a
calling to visit holy sites in Israel but ran out of funds in Alexandria so could not pay for ship’s passage.
Unfazed, he unfurled his carpet flat upon the water, sat on it, and followed the ship on which he could not
afford to travel to Jaffa. He became known as a worker of miracles as well as the “Father of the Rug” and
to this day, those in Israel from the Moroccan community pay homage to him yearly in Netivot, Israel.
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Alex Ahmadi, V.P.
Nadra Ahmadi, Sec’y
ASIA MINOR CARPETS, INC.
515 Depot Street
Manchester Center, VT 05255
(212) 447-9066
FAX (212) 447-1879
E-mail: info@asiaminorcarpets.com
Alp Basdogan, Pres.
ATIYEH INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
P.O. Box 3040
Newberg, OR 97132
(503) 538-7560
URL: www.atiyeh.com
E-mail: rugs@atiyeh.com
Leslie Atiyeh, Pres.
Thomas J. Atiyeh, Exec. V.P.
BASHIAN
65 Railroad Ave.
Ridgefield, NJ 07657
(201) 330-1001
(800) 628-2167
FAX (201) 330-0878
E-mail: info@bashianrug.com
George G. Bashian, Jr., Pres.
Garo Bashian, V.P.
Ralph Bashian, V.P.
BOKARA RUG CO., INC.
50 Enterprise Ave. North
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 601-0040
FAX (201) 601-0055
E-mail: info@bokara.com
URL: www.bokara.com
Jan Soleimani, Pres.
Gabriel Vaknin, V.P.

CAPEL, INC.
831 North Main St.
Troy, NC 27371
(910) 572-7000
FAX (910) 572-7040
E-mail: mail@capel.net
URL:www.capelrugs.com
Cameron Capel, Pres. Sales & Mktg.
Richard Capel, Pres. Manufacturing
Ron Capel, Pres. Finance/Retail
CARAVAN RUG CORP.
8725 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90254
(310) 358-1222
FAX (310) 358-1220
Mois Refoua, Pres.
Nabi Rahmati, Sales
Jay Nehouray, Sales
David Nehouray, Sales
Mario Cordero, Warehouse Mngr.
WILLIAM CHERKEZIAN & SON, INC.
/TAPIS INT’L*
COURISTAN, INC.
2 Executive Drive
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 585-8500
FAX (201) 585-0564
E-mail: info@couristan.com
URL: couristan.com
George Couri
Ron Couri
THE CREATIVE TOUCH
401 Penhorne Ave., Suite 4
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 866-1933
FAX (201) 866-1935
E-mail: info@creativetouchrugs.com
URL: creativetouchrugs.com
Baki Ildiz, Pres.
D & K WHOLESALE
div. Dilmaghani (Medhi Dilmaghani & Co., Inc.)
540 Central Park Ave.
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472-1700
FAX (914) 472-5154
(800) 545-5422 & (877) DIL-RUGS
E-mail: sales@dkwh.com
URL: www.dkwh.com
Dennis A. Dilmaghani
Essy Kashanian

EBISONS HAROUNIAN IMPORTS
389 Fifth Avenue, Ste. 508
New York, NY 10016
(212) 686-4262
(800) 966-6666
FAX (212) 779-4262
E-mail: info@ebisons.com
URL: www.ebisons.com
Ebi Harounian, Partner
Michael Harounian, Partner
Maurice Harounian, Partner
Melissa McMee, Designer

ELIKO ORIENTAL RUGS, INC.
102 Madison Ave., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10016
(212) 725-1600
(800) 733-5456
FAX (212) 725-1885
E-mail: elikorugs@aol.com
URL: www.ElikoRugs.com
Babadjian Bassalali, Pres
David Basalely, Partner
Soloman Bassalely, Partner
Richard Garrad, Sales
Mahtab Etessami, Sales
FEIZY IMPORT & EXPORT CO.
Feizy Center
13800 Diplomat Drive
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 747-6000
(800) 779-0877
FAX (214) 760-0521
E-mail: salesinfo@feizy.com
URL: www.feizy.com
John Feizy, Founder/Owner
Mike Riley, Pres.
Cameron Feizy, V.P. Sales
Nasser Garroussi, V.P.-Finance
Leah Feizy
FRENCH ACCENT RUGS & TAPESTRIES
36 East 31st St., Ground Floor
New York, NY 10016
(212) 686-6097
(888) 700-7847
FAX (212) 937-3928
URL: www.farugs.com
Kevin Rahmanan, Principal
Khosrow Banilivi, CEO
Bijan Nabavian, Treas.
Danny Shafian, Operations Mngr.
G.A. GERTMENIAN & SONS
300 West Avenue 33
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(213) 250-7777
(800) 874-1236
FAX (213) 250-7776
E-mail: Gertmenian@gertmenian.com
URL: www.gertmenian.com
Tom Gertmenian, Partner
Don Gertmenian, Partner
Peter Gertmenian, Partner
HAROUNIAN RUGS
INTERNATIONAL CO.
104 West 29th St.
New York, NY 10001
(212) 213-3330
(800) 682-3330
FAX (212) 545-0657
E-mail: info@HRIRUGS.com
URL: www.HRIRUGS.com
David Harounian, Partner
Lee Harounian, Partner
David Grasse
JAIPUR LIVING, INC.
1800 Cherokee Parkway
Acworth, GA 30102
(404) 351-2360
(800) 678-7330
FAX (678) 551-6677
E-mail: info@jaipurrugs.com
URL: www.jaipurrugs.com
Asha Chaudhary, Pres.
*Denotes Honorary Membership
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JAUNTY CO. INC.
13535 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90061
(213) 413-3333
(800) 323-3342
FAX (213) 413-0828
E-mail: info@jauntyinc.com
URL: www.jauntyinc.com
Mike Navid, Pres.
Kami Navid, V.P.

MARCELLA FINE RUGS
6899 Peachtree Industrial Blvd, Suite K
Norcorss, GA 30092
(770) 582-1800
(800) 786-7847
FAX (770) 582-1807
E-mail: mail@marcellafinerugs.com
URL: marcellafinerugs.com
Firooz Nahai, Pres.
Fereydoun Nahai, Principal

NOURISON
5 Sampson St.
Saddle Brook, NJ 07662
(201) 368-6900
(800) 223-1110
FAX (201) 368-0739
E-mail: info@Nourison.com
URL: www.Nourison.com
Alexander Peykar, Pres.
Paul Peykar, V.P.
Steven Peykar, V.P.

KALATY RUG CORP.
156 Duffy Avenue
Hicksville, NY 11801
(212) 683-7222
(800) ALL-RUGS (800-255-7847)
FAX (212) 689-2705
E-mail: info@kalaty.com
URL: www.kalaty.com
Mirza Kalaty, Pres.
Ramin Kalaty, V.P.
Soheil (Mike) Kalaty, V.P.-Sales
Farshad Kalaty, V.P. Client Relations
Ariel & Kamran Kalaty, Mktg. & Promotions

MARJAN INTERNATIONAL CORP.
41 East 31st St.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 686-8488
(800) 862-7526
FAX (212) 576-1511
Morad Ghadamian Moradi, Pres.
Khalil Ghadamian Moradi, V.P.

OBEETEE, INC.
137 West 25th St. - 12th Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 633-9744
FAX (212) 633-9745
Vimal Kumar, V.P.

KALEEN RUGS
1013 Bonny Oaks Drive
Dalton, GA 30722
(888) 452-5336
FAX (877) 452-5336
E-mail: monty.rathi@kaleen.com
URL: www.kaleen.com
Monty Rathi, COO

MASTERLOOMS, INC.*
MER CORP.*
MERRIFIELD ORIENTAL RUGS
8501 Tyco Rd.
Vienna, Virginia 22182
(703) 876-4000
FAX (703) 876-9819
E-mail: merrifieldorientalruginc@yahoo.com
Sayeed Hasanzadah, Pres.
Lili McDonald, Store Mgr. & Marketing Dir.
MICHAELIAN & KOHLBERG, INC.*

ORIENTAL WEAVERS USA
3252 Dug Gap Rd. SW
Dalton, GA 30720
(800) 832-8020
FAX (706) 277-9665
E-mail: orders@owrugs.com
URL: www.owrugs.com
Ahmed Salama, CEO
Jonathan Witt, Pres.
Pat Muschamp, V.P.-Sales
RADICI USA, INC.
400 Herald Journal Blvd.
Spartanburg, NC 29303
(864) 583-5504
FAX (864) 583-5765
E-mail: ppegorari@radiciusa.com
URL: www.radiciusa.com
Paolo Pegorari, Gen’l Manager

KAS ORIENTAL RUGS, INC.
62 Veronica Ave.
Somerset, NJ 08873
(732) 545-1900
(800) 967-4254
FAX (732) 545-5836
E-mail: info@kasrugs.com
URL: www.kasrugs.com
Rao Yarlagadda, Chairman & Founder
Kranthi Yarlagadda, Pres.
Santhi Yarlagadda, V.P.
Hari Tummala, Exec. V.P.

MOHAWK HOME
3032 Sugar Valley Rd, NW
Sugar Valley, GA 30746
(706) 624-4624
Toll-Free: (800) 843-4473
FAX: (706) 625-9329
E-mail: customer_care@mohawkind.com
URL: www.mohawkind.com
Rocky Casteel, Pres.

LOLOI RUGS
4501 Spring Valley Rd.
Dallas, TX 75244
(972) 503-5656
FAX (972) 387-0436
E-mail: aloloi@loloirugs.com
URL: www.loloirugs.com
Amir Loloi, Pres.
Greg O’Connell, G.M.

MOMENI, INC.
60 Broad St.
Carlstadt NJ 07072
(201) 549-7220
(800) 536-6778
FAX (201) 549-7221
E-mail: info@momeni.com
URL: www.momeni.com
Reza Momeni, Pres.
Aria Momeni, V.P.
Ali R. Momeni, V.P.

SAFAVIEH
40 Harbor Park Drive North
Port Washington, NY 11050
(516) 945-1900
(212) 683-8399
(888) SAFAVIEH
FAX (516) 945-1938
E-mail: info@safavieh.com
URL: safavieh.com
Ahmad Yaraghi, Pres.
Cyrus Yaraghi, V.P.
Arash Yaraghi, V.P.
Dairus Yaraghi, Treas.

NEJAD ORIENTAL RUGS
Main & State Sts.
Doylestown, PA 18901
(800) 245-RUGS
FAX (215) 348-9056
E-mail: info@nejad.com
URL: www.nejad.com
Ali R. Nejad, Pres.
Theresa M. Nejad, V.P.

SAMAD
419 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
(201)372-0909
FAX (201) 842-0077
E-mail: mail@samad.com
URL: www.samad.com
David Samad, Pres.
Malcolm Samad, C.O.O.
Rao Siriki, Exec. V.P.

LOTFY & SONS INC.
3901 Liberty Ave.
North Bergen, NJ 07047
(201) 867-7733
FAX (201) 867-0766
E-mail: lotfysons@aol.com
URL: www.Lotfyandsons.com
Marty Banilevi, Pres.
Lotfollah Banilevi, V.P.
Sheila Rahmanan, V.P.

ABRAHAM MOHEBAN
& SON, INC.*

ROMANI, INC.
455 Barell Ave.
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
(800) 448-4244
(201) 392-0400
FAX (201) 392-9782
Cyrus Kashi, Pres.
Saiyd Nagim, NP
Ali Samadi, Sls Mngr.
Taghi Hojreh, Buyer

*Denotes Honorary Membership
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SHALOM BROTHERS, INC.
284 Fifth Ave., Ground Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 695-3000
(800) 3-SHALOM
FAX (212) 695-0022
E-mail: info@shalombrothers.com
URL: www.shalombrothers.com
Nader Shalom, Pres.
Fred Shalom, Exec. V.P.
Rafi Amirian, V.P.
SURYA
1 Surya Drive
White, GA 30184
(706) 625-4823
E-mail: satya.tiwari@surya.com
URL: www.surya.com
Satya Tiwari
TAMARIAN CARPETS
1407 Shoemaker Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21209
(410) 321-6222
FAX (410) 321-6122
E-mail: info@tamarian.com
URL: www.tamarian.com
Steve Cibor, Pres.
Ryan Higgins, V.P.
Geoff Duckworth, Sr. Designer
TEPP TEAM USA
3901 Liberty Ave.
North Bergen, NJ 07047
(201) 863-8888
FAX (201) 863-8898
E-mail: info@teppteamusa.com
URL: teppteamusa.com
Djalal Mohammadi
TIBET RUG COMPANY
1460 Foothill Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
(801) 582-3334
FAX (801) 582-3501
URL: www.tibetrugcompany.com
Jim Webber, President
Brian Mehl, Director of Sales
Tsultrim Lama, Mng. Partner
TUFAN
10877 Sanden Dr.
Dallas, TX 75238
(713) 988-7779
FAX (214) 377-9376
URL: tufanrugs.com
Fariborz Alavi, CEO
Sina Sadri, COO
TUFENKIAN
919 Third Ave., Ground Floor
New York, NY 10022
(212) 475-2475
FAX (212) 475-2629
E-mail: info@tufenkiancarpets.com
www.Tufenkiancarpets.com
James Tufenkian, Pres.
Eric Jacobson, C.F.O.
WOVEN CONCEPTS
PO Box 234261
Great Neck, NY 11023
(201) 617-7600
FAX (201) 617-7755
Behrooz Hakimian, Product Development
Halleh Hakimian, Int’l Operations
Jasmine Hakimian, Customer Relations
URL: www.wovenconcepts.com
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ZOLLANVARI, LTD
600 Meadowlands Parkway, Suite 130
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 330-3344
FAX (201) 330-7728
E-mail: info@zollanvariusa.com
URL: www.Zollanvariusa.com
Reza Zollanvari, Pres.
Stephanie Diehl, US Manager

Associate
Members
AMERICASMART ATLANTA
240 Peachtree St., NW
Suite 2200
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 220-2330
(800) ATL-MART
FAX (404) 220-3030
URL: www.americasmart.com
Robert Maricich, Chairman and CEO
Kevin Malkiewicz, V.P. Area Rug Center Leasing
ARTISTIC COLOR GRAPHICS
3400 Dodds Ave.
Chattanooga, TN 37407
(423) 698-7360
FAX (423) 698-1862
E-mail: chris@printacg.com
URL: www.printacg.com
Chris Burton, Principal
C-Air
181 S. Franklin Ave.
Valley Stream, NY 11581
(516) 394-0400
FAX (516) 394-0471
E-mail: johnm@c-air.com
URL: www.c-air.com
John Maser, Director of Imports
EXPLORE AIRTRANS SERVICES (EAS)
5 Logistics Drive
South Kearny, NJ 07032
(973) 474-5336
FAX (973) 474-5348
www.exploreair.com
Brian Galik, V.P.
GERTNER MANDEL, LLC
1215 East Veterans Highway
Jackson, NJ 08527
(732) 363-3333
FAX (732) 534-0328
E-mail: lmandel@gmplaw.net
URL: www.iplaw-gmp.net
Lawrence Mandel
H.M. NABAVIAN & SONS, INC.
36 E. 31st St.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 213-2476
(800) 352-7510
FAX (212) 213-4276
E-mail: sales@hmnabavian.com
URL: www.hmnabavian.com
Massoud Nabavian Pres.
Daniel Nabavian, V.P.
INTERNATIONAL MARKET CENTERS
495 South Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89106
(702) 380-0919
(888) 416-8600
FAX (702) 380-4002
E-mail: info@imcenters.com
URL: www.imcenters.com
Robert Maricich, Chairman & CEO
Scott Eckman, EVP, Furniture&Home
Decor Leasing

JADE INDUSTRIES, INC.
101 West Washington St.
Conshohocken, PA 19428
(610) 828-4830 (local)
(888) RUG-PADS (888-784-7237)
FAX (610) 828-1028
E-mail: jade@rugpads.com
URL: www.rugpads.com
Aram K. Jerrehian, Jr., CEO
Dean Jerrehian, Pres.
Patricia Mullen, Administrator
Amy K. Jerrehian, Marketing Director
MATERIAL CONCEPTS, INC.
11620 Caroline Rd.
Philadelphia, PA 19154
(215) 338-6515
(800) 372-3366
FAX (215) 338-0199
E-mail: info@materialconcepts.com
Geoffrey Kohn, Pres.
Douglas Kohn, G.M.
NOONOO RUG
CONSULTING GROUP, LTD.
16001 Collins Ave., Ste 2002
Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
(917) 648-7322
E-mail: edncpw@gmail.com
Gene Newman, Pres.
Stephanie A. Diehl, Tres./Sec’y
REVITA RUGS
10 Horizon Blvd.
S. Hackensack, NJ 07606
(201) 641-1100
FAX (201) 641-1150
E-mail: hzarei@revitarugs.com
URL: www.revitarugs.com
Hamid Zarei, Pres.
RUG INSIDER MAGAZINE
4 Fortsalong Rd.
Meredith, NH 03253
(603) 279-4938
FAX (603) 279-4838
E-mail: peter@ruginsider.com
URL: www.ruginsider.com
Peter Woodaman, Publisher
RUGNEWS.COM
P.O. Box 18207
Sarasota, FL 18207
(941) 929-9430
E-mail: ctisch@rugnews.com
URL: www.rugnews.com
Carol Tisch, Editor & Publisher
Howard Tisch, Executive Editor
ANDREW SCHLAFLY, ESQ.
521 Fifth Ave., 17th Floor
New York, NY 10175
(908) 719-8608
FAX (212) 214-0354
Andrew Schlafly, Esq.

DARING DESIGN

Shop the Premier Gift, Décor, and
Lifestyle Market This January
Wildwood

The Atlanta International Gift
®
& Home Furnishings Market

Gift | Home Décor | Rugs | Antiques | Tabletop
Seasonal | Lighting | Housewares | Outdoor

Showrooms: January 14–21, 2020
Temporaries: January 15 –19, 2020

AmericasMart.com/JanMkt | @AmericasMartATL | #AtlMkt
TO THE TRADE | 800.ATL.MART | © 2019 International Market Centers, LLC

